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each one of them will have a special functioning.

The extension of the recognition has another important consequence. Op-

erations with extension are simple because for sv = si;, then:

•v
V O

V

Figure 10.3: Cut by extension of recognition to s

and for vo — vo, then:

s v
S V

s v
S V

0

0

o
O

Figure 10.4: Cut by extension of recognition to o

Nevertheless, controlled splicing systems are considered complex systems be-

cause their essential basic form: the identity vx — vy only causes complex

operations.

10.3.2 Ghosts

The disappearance of a focus v does not cause the appearance of ghosts because

this would be required of a kind capable of acting: a) by disappearance, b)

with blunt cut, c) in recombination systems. There exists not any of them

which carries out all these conditions.
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The link which takes place among remaining foci once the disappearance

of common fragments has been carried out, causes ghosts. These supply the

following requirements: a) friction, b) blunt cut, c) recombination. The only

ghosts that adjust to these three requirements are the emergent / ^.

Considering both kinds of ghosts / ^: /• and /*, the last ones can only

be found in friction contexts where v exists. Since here all the v, except for

one, disappear, there is not ever a friction group with this focus; so, /* has

no emerging possibility. That is the reason why controlled splicing causes only

connected structures.

10.3.3 Kinds of link: shuffle + control

The formalization that has been carried out through controlled splicing systems

can seem arbitrary because there would have existed a pumping option of y

within x instead of the shuffle one. Since we have no biological parallels for

this operation at the moment, we have to choose between two models:

a) to insert foci of y in the inside of the string: pumping mechanism.

b) to insert foci of y always on the right: shuffle mechanism.

If we súpose that sx ^ sy and ox =£ oy, then we have the following results for

each one of these options:

a)

X — SVO, y = s'v'O1 ->

b)
x = svo, y = s'v'o' —» ^(x,y)= ss'voo'

In order to decide which one of these two options is the most suitable, we

must not forget that the main objective of controlled splicing in their applica-

tion to natural languages is to preserve the meaning. If we want to solve this

problem, we need:
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i) to explain which s corresponds exactly to each o.

ii) every s has to correspond to the same o of the stage string.

About i) it is possible to stablish a control word. It can be denoted with

c, so that for x — svo , then:

= ss'...v...oo'c

The control c establishes a correspondence between the first element from

the string ss... to the first from oo..., and so on. Therefore, if we want to

preserve the meaning according ii), only the system b), which is equivalent to

an addition-shuffle, can be applied.

Therefore, the shuffle system is the only one that adapts to the meaning

preservation condition.

10.3.4 Consequences of the meaning preservation: non-

ambiguity and reversibility

The meaning preservation has two consequences that distinguish the cut sys-

tems by recognition with respect to the arbitrary ones:

• Non-ambiguity: given a string z, stage strings x,y,... can always be

reconstructed.

« Reversibility: an 'undo' operation, which we denote with <->, can be

established in order to revert a construction.

The remaining splicing systems are ambiguous. Given a string (svo)n, ob-

tained by means of a splicing system, we can deduce the existence of some stage

strings x = svo, x' — s'v'o', x" — s"v"o" , . . connected by the (0#0$0#s)n

rule. However, this is only one option because such string could have been

produced by (v#o$v#o)m + (s^u$s^)i + (o#0$v#o)J + (o#o$o#0)* +
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(o#0$0#s)n among many other combinations. It is to say, for a specific

sequence we cannot deduce the string of splicing rules that produced it.

On the other hand, for a sequence z produced by means of a meaning

preservation system, we can establish stage strings x and y, as well as the

applying rules.

The first consequence of the non-ambiguity is the reversibility. Structures z

of tX(œ,j/) are reversible. Such reversibility is new in computational and molecu-

lar recombination systems. If we remember what we have dealt with in chapter

3 and 4, we notice that there exist reversible operations in the counteracting

sense in genetics, but not in the descomposable sense, step by step. Reversibil-

ity is expressed,

Z — SiS2VOi02, *->(*) = X,y X = SiVOi, X = S^VO?,

10.3.5 Junk

All the systems we have studied until now cause junk (B): foci, poles or

unusuable fragments. Controlled splicing also causes it, but with the feature

that the weight of junk (in foci = poles) of each operation can be calculated:

« For operations by sv recognition: V xn, B — 2(n — 1).

« For operations by vo recognition: V ix", B = 2(n — 1).

• For operations by v recognition: V Mn,B = n — 1.

10.4 Analysis of results depending on the focal

agreement in two basic stage strings

Let's consider the three kinds of recognition we have established: a) sv, b) t>o,

c) v. According to them, the following focal identity situations exist:
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1. (a) sx = Sy, TPN(vx, Vy) = le V 2e V Ip V 2p; then sz = «„.

(b) sx = sy, TPN(vx, Vy) = 3e V 3p and sx = «„.

2. sa = 8y, TPN(vx, Vy) = 3e V 3p and So, ̂  sy.

(a) ox = Oy.

(b) Ox ̂  Oy.

Three kinds of controlled splicing schemes can be deduced from here:

1. Schemes of iteration of object: l(a), l(b) - recognition of sv

2. Schemes of iteration of subject: 2(a) - recognition of vo

3. Schemes of controlled iteration subject-object: : 2 (b) -recognition of v.

10.4.1 Iteration of object

It is caused by one of these focal recognition situations:

1. sx = sy, TPN(Vx!Vy) = le V le V Ip V 2p; then aœ = sy

2. sœ = sy, TPN(VxjVy) = 3e V 3p and s^ = sy

This operation consists of an only rule:

If (sv)x = (sv)y, then:

x = svo, y = s' v' o' = svo

Since the ghost /• appears in a completely regular way, without exception, and

any other can emerge in its place, it is included in the first formula for the

rule. In order to finish the string readjustment, we need to take into account

if y = v', then l(v) = l(v'), which entails that l(o) = l(o'). The level parity

between o and o' simplifies notably the process, so it can only be constructed:
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o • o' —» w. Nevertheless, w cannot ever appear. Option o> is not suitable if we

want the result to be reverted. Anyway, it is absolutely possible. In order to

keep part of the original structure, the number of its components un can be

denoted with a superscript. So, n is always equal to the number of splicing

strings.

Example 84
x = Jo vaig comprar pomes, y = Jo vaig comprar llibres

x = I bought some apples, y = I bought some books

H (x,y) — J° vaig comprar pomes i llibres

X(Xjy) = I bought some apples and some books

Example 85
x = En Joan va comprar pomes, y = En Joan va comprar llibres

x = John bought some apples, y = John bought some books

ix (x¡y) = En Joan va comprar pomes i llibres

^(x,y) = John bought some apples and some books

The reversibility option for this rule is:

z = svoo'j <-l·'z— svoi s'v'o'

10.4.2 Iteration of subject

There is only one kind of focal agreement that causes the iteration of subject:

« sx = sy, TPN(vx, Vy] = Se V 3j3 and sx ^ sy when ox = oy

Then, the only rule of the system is:

if (1^0)0; = (vo}y, then
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x = svo, y = s'v'o' ^(x,y)= s ' s'vo

To finish the resultant string readjustment is necessary:

(i.) PN(vg) = PN(s - s). But since PN(sx,y\ = 3s V 3p then P N (v,) = 3p.

(ii.) An option is the creation of a, taking into account that it may prevent

the reversibility. It is possible to denote the number of s in a by means

of a superscript: an.

Therefore, the iteration of subject rule can be rewritten by systematizing

as follows:

if (vo)x = (vo)y, then

,i/)= s- sv^ox = svo, y = s'v'o'

Example 86
x = En Joan va comprar el diari, y = La Maria va comprar el diari

x = John bought the newspaper, y = Mary bought the newspaper

M(x,y) = En Joan i la Maria van comprar el diari

M(x,y) = John and Mary bought the newspaper

The reversibility option is:

z — ss'vo, <—tz— svo, s'v'o'

10.4.3 Generation of multiple subject-object

This syntactic situation is only started by:

* sx = sy, TPN(vx, Vy) = 3e V 3p and sx ^ sy when ox ̂  oy
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Then, the only rule is:

if vx = vy then

X = SVO, y = s'v'O1 —» ^(x,y)= s ' s'vo ' °'

The consolidation of the resultant string z entails the link of the adjust-

ments of both previous rules from a syntactic point of view with block of a

and a;, but it is also necessary a semantic readjustment:

1. Syntactic readjustment:

(i.) PN(v) = 3jj.

(ii.) /• without problems because l(ox) = l(oy).

(ni.) Neither a nor w is created because the subject-object correspon-

dence is necessary.

2. Semantic readjustment:

(iv.) Necessary appearance of c.

From here on, the rule is rewritten:

if vx = Vy then

x = 8vo, y = s'v'o' —> M(x,y)= s • s'v3po- o'c

Example 87
x= En Joan va comprar un cotxe, y = La Maria va comprar un bolígraf

x= John bought a car, y = Mary bought a pen
1X1 (x,y) = En Joan i la Maria van comprar un bolígraf i un cotxe respectivament

M(x,y) = John and Mary bought a car and a pen respectively
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The reversibility option for this rule is:

z. = SS'VOQ'CJ c~»,ï= svo, s'v'o'

10.5 Multiple operations

We name multiple operations those which can be brought about in a single

step with more than two stage strings with the same focal agreement.

In order to carry out multiple operations, it is necessary to take into account

which specific features they have and how ghosts will work.

10.5.1 Features

• Multilaterality: controlled splicing has an essential difference in relation

to the other replication methods with blunt cut. Whereas in splicing

and replication every string can be applied only to two stage strings, in

systems by recognition multistage operations can be brought about. The

minimum number of stage strings that these systems need is two, but

the maximum number does not exist, and n strings can be linked with a

single operation.

« They are round trip, they can be done and undone by adding and re-

moving strings from the system by means of reversibility rules.

• Simplicity: these operations only have six rules (with their corresponding

revertents) and, of course, they have to be carried out in a single step.

9 They cannot be used in combination with other systems because the

preservation of meaning is altered.
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10.5.2 Behaviour of ghosts

However, a reduction rule of ghosts is necessary for more than two stage strings.

In a general way, this rule has been expressed in 8.6.5.2, and it says the fol-

lowing: Being (uu) any friction group and g a ghost ^ "," :

V (uu)n = ((ww)"/-"-1),

then /·1.../·"-2=V; /-"-1 = g

10.5.3 Construction of a multiple operation

For vx = vy = vw, PN(vx,yjW) = 3s,

x = svo, y = s'v'o', w = s"v"o"

M(x,y,w) = S'S1 ' s"...V3p...O • O1 ' Q"C

This same resultant string can be reverted by applying only this symbol «->:

s • s' • s",..V3p...o • o' • o"c <-» x — svo, y = s'v'o', w = s"v"o"

which corresponds to example 88, in which we apply the reduction of ghosts

directly:

Example 88
x = Els nois tenien un bolígraf, x = The boys had got a pen,

y = Les noies tenien un llibre, y = The girls had got a book,

w = Els gats tenien dos flors w = The cats had two flowers

w (x,y,w) = Els nois, les noies i els gats tenien un bolígraf,

un llibre i dos flors respectivament

M (x,y,w) — The boys, the girls and the cats had a pen,

a book and two flowers respectively
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And it is immediately reverted:

Example 89
Els nois, les noies i els gats tenien un bolígraf, un llibre i dos flors respectiva-

ment <-¥

x = els nois tenien un bolígraf,

y = les noies teien un llibre,

z = els gats tenien dos flors.

If we use the symbol M- with a superscript, such as c-»2, we are indicat-

ing the number of strings we want to unfold. Without any superscript, the

reversion rule undoes all the splicings. Obviously <-» deletes ' "c".

10.6 Conclusions

10.6.1 Generative power and linguistic referent

The controlled splicing is worthy in aiding us to understand the formation

of multiple connected subjects and objects. This phenomenon is normal in

natural languages by joining several structures with the same verb.

In fact, these systems only produce related structures with multiple sub-

jects/objects. Therefore, their power is very specific and limited, for m,n>l

to:

otherwise to

crnvunc

Here is the maximal generative power of the controlled splicing.
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Nevertheless, from a linguistic point of view, a great advantage is that they

do not produce any wrong structure and the string readjustment rules are very

simple.

10.6.2 New concepts introduced in this chapter

10.6.2.1 Non-ambiguity and reversibility

Non-ambiguity and reversibility had not yet been found in any linguistic op-

erations system. The only difference between a sentence z obtained by means

of controlled splicing and another one obtained by means of strict splicing is

the reversibility. Given a structure z = svoo we immediately know x and y

because (sv}x and (sv)y are equal.

10.6.2.2 Control c

The element c carries out a semantic control on a resultant string impossible

in arbitrary systems. Actually, c is some kind of semantic ghost.

10.6.2.3 Quantifying the junk

Only in systems with recognition cut is it possible to quantify which string

junk will be unusable in spite of being weight for the system.

10.6.3 Simplicity of frictions

Coincidence of foci or sets of equal consecutive foci do not have the same

problems in controlled splicing as in arbitrary systems. The most notable

simplicity of this recombination method is expressed in the following points:

« Simplification of the addition s • s, whose result is 3p.

L
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Parity of levels of o. The difference between these systems and strict

splicing, leaving aside semantics, is that in this one, due to the coinci-

dence of v, l(ox) = l(o'y) in all the cases. Therefore, produced strings are

always correct.

The previous feature states the impossibility of w explicitly.

a as well as u are not formed in recognitions v = v because they block

the emergence of c.

There is not any operation with cut by recognition which does not arise

ghosts, but they are always connector ghosts /•, because the disappear-

ance of v obstructs the way of /*,
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Chapter 11

Sticker Links

Whereas in the previous chapter we have experimented with some operations

that have allowed us to form some related structures with multiple subject-

object, sticker links clearly refer to another linguistic method of recombination

which produces relative causes. Therefore, talking about sticker links is the

same of talking about relativization.

11.1 Theoretical basis

The link of sticker structures is included within the set of systems of cut by

recognition which, as we have seen in 10.1, is made up of:

• Controlled splicing: complex systems of blunt cut by recognition of v,

that correspond to central systems.

9 Sticker links: simple systems with staggered cut by recognition of foci

in S, V, I based on lateral systems.

We are, then, within lateral systems. The kind of link that will be brought

about can be defined as an insertion of an ULPS T on the right of a recognized

focus in X, which is always preceded by the ghost.

293
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Operations are based on two essential concepts:

• Meaning preservation

• Complementarity

Let's analyze those two defining features of sticker links:

11.1.1 Meaning preservation

As we have asserted in 10,1, the intuition that lays the foundations for the

creation of systems of cut by recognition, is the construction of molecular

operations which are able to rely on this rule that has been formulated for the

controlled splicing:

meaning (^(x,y)) = meaning (x) + meaning (y)

that, applied to sticker links, whose symbol will be ¿í, operating with ULPS,

is reformulated as:

meaning (¡¿(X, T)) = meaning (X) + meaning (T)

11.1.2 Complementarity

The biological complementarity has been explained in chapter 2, and its anal-

ogous in linguistics in chapter 6. Between two ULPS, in which a staggered cut

has been carried out, complementarity is based on two criteria:

• The length of the overhangs must be the same. It is only possible to join

an overhang of n in depth with another one of n in depth in opposite

direction.

« The polar coherence, that must be carried out by the foci and the over-

hangs variables. It is explained in detail in 6.2.3.
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Prom complementarity it is detached the compulsoriness of working with

whole structures, ULPS, instead of strings.

11.2 Formalization

For X = (X^X^Xa), T = (T^T^Ts), so that X1,X2,X3,T1,r2,T3 e
W

suvuo

If sx = ST, then n(X, T) = Zlt T2, T3, X2, X3

in which Zi =

According to the following graphic representation:

\
y j ^ IN M

x I Xl I XM XM Y | Yl | Y? I Yl I
I Xl| I 12 i ¡3 1 ^ 1 3 1

Figure 11.1: Relativization
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11.3 Features

11.3.1 Kind of cut

The cut, which must be carried out in two ULPS so as to create sticker struc-

tures, has the following features:

• it is brought about by recognition,

• it is staggered of 1 in depth,

« it is simple.

Being the lind of sticker structures a lateral system, the cut breaks into

a pole one of the ends of a basic ULPS. Therefore, it must take place the

recognition of a focus 6 (S U O}. So that the whole process takes place, it is

not only necessary that u and u' are the same focus, but also the acomplishment

of PN(u) = PN(u'}. It is impossible the existence of a recognition of u e V.

11.3.2 Kind of link

The joining that is brought about between two sticker structures is simple,

it is always done on one side. This feature is essential because there are some

poles that stay adjacent, but never join together. That is why friction is not

possible.

11.3.3 Ghosts

The mechanism that causes the whole process is the erasing of a focus by

means of a staggered cut. This fact arises a ghost whose features correspond

to the relativizator / ~.

During the link of ULPS by means of / ~, the succession of sets of equal

foci takes place. Althought friction does not exist, because these sets do not
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join. Therefore, there is not any other ghost but / ~ in just an operation.

Nevertheless, /• can emerge when relativization is applied more than once,

causing friction among structures ~ u being u a set of two foci, one of which

is v.

Let's take as a ghost "type" of / ~ the word "that", even though the

assignation of level of each o may establish that f ~ is one or another.

11.3.4 Process of the operation

Let's analyze the process that goes from in the recognition of a lateral focus in

two ULPS to the link and reorganization of both structures. We distinguish

the following steps:

1. Existence of two ULPS, X and T, in which there is focal agreement, for

instance o G X — s' e T:

X = T =
S V O r \ S V O

2. Staggered cut of 1 in depth: cut of focus in the ULPS that will be inserted

(T) and of variable in the other (X}.

v _ i s v ° \ T / v' °-A. — I I , 1 — I , .
S V } \ S V O

3. A ghost arises in the place s' at the same time that both structures join:

, s v o ~ v' o'

S V S V O
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4. The ghost covers the focus blank s' with the variable S; after, o reconstructs

the function O within the same variable because ~ takes the place of S. It is

as follows:

Z =
S V O ~ V1 O1

S V OS V O

u
Being formed a bifunctional pole I 1 with:l UU

9 a bivalent variable OS

• a focal space occupied by:

- a focus,

- a ghost that joins the ULPS to the one that belongs to the focus,

with which it shares the focal space.

This staggered cut of 1 in depth in both ULPS is simple. The link is also

simple because it is produced in only one side. Therefore, it can be adjacent

poles not bound in Z. Due to the fact that this bond entails the same space

shared by two foci and two variables, we call it fusion. Although it is a simple

link, it has some features that distinguish it from the others.

11.3.5 Non-ambiguity and reversibility

Reversibility and non-ambiguity work in the same way in both systems keeping

the meaning preservation. The reversibility operation is denoted by M· same

as in the controled splicing.
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11.4 Analysis of results depending on the focal

agreement within two basic ULPS

We will now study sticker links where the foci Ç. S, O are implied. The follow-

ing cases may be found:

1 Q — «J- • &x — ày

2. Ox=0y

3. Sy. = Oy

4. Ox = Sy

11.4.1 Focal recognition sx = s»

Z)

T)

v
V o V O

T)

o v V O

v
O v ss v o

v'
SS V O v o

Figure 11.2: Sticker links by recognition sx — sy
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The joining process of two structures with common ends has been explained

in 11.3.4. However, depending on the recognized foci, it is especially necessary

a guiding adjustment. In the case of sx — sy recognition, as we see in figure

11.2, the following steps take place: 1) both structures, that have a common

lateral focus, are placed in a way so that the cut can be produced, with the

poles that must be cut in an adjacent way, 2) the cut is brought about and

the ghost arises, 3) fusion, 4) structure X is placed again according to the

precedence, but T, that has been joined to s, does not change its place in

relation to this focus.

Formalization

For ULPS:

II Sx —

s' v' o'

S V O

v' o' v o

SS V O V O

A simplification at the level of strings may be:
= X

x = svo, y = s'v'o' — ï fJ>(x,y] = s ~ v'o'vo

although it is more practical, especially for the examples, it may result dan-

gerous within a system, because it does not reflect the real structure of ULPS

with the bifunctional variable.
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Example 90
x = La noia portava dues claus y= La noia jugava a tennis

x = The girl brought two keys y= The girl played tennis

/j,(x, y} = La noia que jugava a tennis portava dues claus

fj,(x,y}= The girl who played tennis brought two keys

11.4.2 Focal recognition ox = oy

It has been established as a condition for considering equal two foci u, u' that

PN(u) = PN(u'). However, in order that two foci o, o' may be equal, it is not

necessary that l(o) = l(o'). The difference of complexity between the arbitrary

cut systems and systems of cut by recognition is remarkable in this aspect.

X) T)

V O V o

T)

v
V O V s

Za)

Zb}

V oo V

V oo V

Figure 11.3: Sticker links by recognition ox = oy

Za becomes Zb in order to be adjusted to the precedence. However, due to

the fact that precedence in Catalan is not strict, Za as well as Zb are correct

whereas in other languages of steady order we need the last step compulsorily.
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Formalization

For ULPS:

being ox = oy

X =
s v o

S V O
,T =

s' v'

S V O

a : ¡M(X, T) -
S V O ~ V1 s'

S V O V S

For strings:

b : p(X, T) =
S V O r

S V O
s' v'

S V

Being ox = Oy

x = svo, y = s'v'o', —» a) l¿(x,y) = svo ̂  f's' —>

6) ¿t(a;, y) = suo ~ s'u'

Considering that only the result b) is universal.

Example 91 For Za:
x= La Maria tenia les claus, y = En Jordi va perdre les claus

x= Mary had got the keys, y = George lost the keys

ju(x, y) = La Maria tenia les claus que va perdre en Jordi

l¿(x,y) = *Mary had got the keys that lost George
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Example 92 For Zb:
x= La Maria tenia les claus, y = En Jordi va perdre les claus

x= Mary had got the keys; y = George lost the keys

fj,(x, y) = La Maria ténia les claus que en Jordi va perdre

f¿(x,y) = Mary had got the keys that George lost

When one of the recognized elements is oy, as it happens in this case and

in 11.4.3, the ghost ~ may acquire a specific form depending on l(oy}. We can

talk, then, about ~g, ~r, ~t as subclasses of/ ~. This feature does not cause

any disturbance in the well functioning of the rules.

11.4.3 Focal recognition sx = oy

Formalization

For ULPS

Being sx = Oy

X = [ S V ° ,T = í S/ V> °'
S V O \ S V O

s ~ v' s' v o
a: a(X,T) = 1 SO V S V O

s ~ s' v' v o
b:

SO S V V O
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s'

V

T)

y

o

o

T)

V

V

o

o

Za}

Zb}

for strings:

S

SO

s <**>
SO

v

v

OS

v

v

v

v

o
o

o

o

Figure 11.4: Sticker links by recognition sx = oy

If Sx = Oy

x = svo y = s'v' o', — » ct)/j(:c, y] = s ~ v's'vo

b}¡j,(x, y) = s ~ s't;'i;o

From those two only b) is universal.

Example 93 For Za:
x = El gos menjava patates, y = En Jordi estimava el gos

x = The dog ate some potatoes, y = George loved the dog
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ufaiïj) = El 9OS 1ue estimava en Jordi menjava patates

n(x,y] = *The dog that loved George ate some potatoes

Example 94 For Zb:
x = El gos menjava patates, y = En Jordi estimava el gos

x = The dog ate some potatoes, y = George loved the dog

fj,(x, y) = El gos que en Jordi estimava menjava patates

n(x,y] = The dog that George loved ate some potatoes

11.4.4 Focal recognition ox =

v
S V O

s v

S v OS v

T)

V

T)

v
V

o'
O

O

O

Figure 11.5: Sticker links by recognition ox =
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Formalization

For ULPS:

X =
S V O

,T =
s' v' o'

S V O

For strings:

s v o v' o'

S V OS V O

if Ox = Sy

x = suo, y = s'v'o', n(x,y] = svo ~ v'o'

Example 95
x = En Jordi estimava el gos, y = El gos menjava patates

x = George loved the dog, y = The dog ate some potatoes

/i(o;, j/)= En Jordi estimava el gos que menjava patates

^(x, y)= George loved the dog that ate some potatoes

11.5 Multiple sticker links

As it happens in the controlled splicing, in the sticker linds there is the pos-

sibility of building operations of multiple relativization. Due to its simplicity,

the first stage ULPS is named X and the others TI, T2 , . . . Tn .

We call multiple operations to those that can be carried out in an only step

with multiple stage ULPS. They must fulfill the following condition: 3u \\ux =

«YI...T,, u e S U O
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11.5.1 Link of multiple sticker structures in which sx =

For X, T i, T2 . . . Tn so that x = svo, y\ = sifioi, j/2 = «2^202 •••yn = snvnon

if sx — STi...Tn, then

fj,(X, TI, T2, ..., Tn) = s ~ vior ~ t>2o2 • . . . • ~ vnonvo

The series of ghosts /• is modified according to the reduction rule that

turns the string into:

, TI, T2, ..., Tn) - s ~ vid, ~ -y2o2, . . . • ~ vnonvo

On its manner, / ~ also has a way of adjustment in iteration situations:

Being u a set of two foci, one of which is v, and [ ] a sign of a dispensable

element:

(~ u)n = (~ u}^ (H«)2, (Hw)3, • • • ' (H«)n

Therefore, the final result is the following:

t¿(X, TI, T2, ..., Tn) = s ~ vioi, H^o2, . . . • [~]vnonvo

Example 96 // sx = syi , syi , sya :

x = El noi tenia un bolígraf x= The boy had a pen

j/i= El noi buscava un diari y\= The boy looked for a newspaper

y2= El noi jugava a futbol j/2 = The boy played football

ys = El noi escrivia una carta 2/3 = The boy wrote a letter

/¿(x, yi,y2,ys) El noi que buscava un diari, jugava a futbol i escrivia una carta

tenia un bolígraf

/J.(z,yi,y2,ys} The boy who looked for a newspaper, played football and

wrote a letter had a pen
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The rule <-* reverts the whole process forming and naming stage strings

one more time. The rule ^-»n removes only the string that corresponds to the

indicated superscript of y.

11.5.2 Link of multiple sticker structures in which ox =

OTi...Tn

For X, Y!, T2 . . . Tn so that x = svo, y± = SI^DX, y-¿ = S2v2o2 ...yn = snvnon,

if ox = oTl...Tn, then

and by means of reduction of ghosts:

T2, ..., Tn) = svo

Example 97 If ox = oyi,oy2,oys:
x = El noi tenia el bolígraf x= The boy had the pen

yi= La Maria buscava el bolígraf yi= Mary looked for the pen

yz= En Joan va comprar el bolígraf y2 = John .bought the pen

yz = El gat volia el bolígraf ys = The cat wanted the pen

n(x, yi,y2,y3) El noi tenia el bolígraf que la Maria buscava, en Joan va comprar

i el gat volia

M^) í/i, 2/2,2/3) The boy had the pen that Mary looked for, John bought

and the cat wanted

The rule M· reverts the whole process forming and naming stage strings one

more time. The rule <-»n removes the string that corresponds to the indicated

superscript of y.
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11.5.3 Link of multiple sticker structures in which sx —

OÏ1...Ï»

For X, TI, T2 . . . Tn so that x = svo, yi = si/uioi, y<¿ = S2V2o2 ...yn = snvnon,

if sx = o? !...?„, then

I, T2, . . . , Tn) = S

and by means of the reduction of ghosts rule:

, TI, T2, ,.., Tn) = s ~ sivi, [~}s2v<¿, . . . • [~]snvnvo

Example 98 // sx = oyi, oy2, oya:
x = Aquest noi tenia el bolígraf x= This boy had the pen

yi = La Maria estimava aquest noi yi= Mary loved this boy

y2— El gat odia aquest noi y>¿ = The cat hates this boy

j/3 = La Rosa va comprar aquest noi 3/3 = Rose bought this boy

n(x, yi,y2)2/3) Aquest noi que la Maria estimava, el gat odia i la Rosa va comprar

tenia el bolígraf

//(o;,yi,î/2>2/3) This b°y that Mary loved, the cat hates and Rose bought

had the pen

with the option of complete or partial reversibility already commented.

11.5.4 Link of multiple sticker structures in which ox =

For X, TI, T2 . . . Tn so that x — svo, y\_ = «i^iOi, y2 = S2'y2o2 . . . yn = snvnon,

if ox = «Ti...Tn, then

, Ti,T2, ...,Tn) =svo~ vior ^ v2o2 • ...• ~ vno

J
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and by means of the reduction of ghosts rule:

, T2, ..., Tn) = 8VO

Example 99 If ox = sy:
x — El noi tenia el gat blau x = The boy had the blue cat

yi= El gat blau odia el bolígraf verd y\ = The blue cat hates the green pen

j/2= El gat blau va comprar un peix y-¿ = The blue cat bought a fish

1/3 = El gat blau volia aigua y$ = The blue cat wanted some water

fj,(x,yi,y2,y3) El noi tenia el gat blau que odia el bolígraf verd, va comprar

un peix i volia aigua

^(a;,yi, j/2,2/3) The boy had the blue cat that hates the green pen, bought

a fish and wanted some water

with possible reversibility.

11.6 Semisystems

Let's consider, as in multiple operations, a structure X and some others called

Ti,T2,...Tn.

We denominate semisystems a finite set of operations that can be carried

out among different ULPS, related by some lateral focus in common, not being

the same one in all of them. The need of fixing up each recognition makes

impossible the option of working with infinite strings as in multiple operations

and, of course, relativization must be applied as many times as needed.

During derivation, we will operate with strings because of simplicity.

There exist some X, T1,T2,T3,T4 so that x = svo, y\ = siViOi, 2/2 =

) 2/3 — S3/1'3O3; î/4 = ^4^404 with the following recognitions:
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a) sx = sr3

b) ox = 0T2

c) sr2 = 0r4

Then, we start applying relativization beginning by X, Due to the fact that

X agrees with TS in s and with TS in o it is possible to begin by any of them.

Since there are three recognitions, the semisystem has got three steps:

STEP 1 For a): s ~ v3o3vo

STEP 2 For b): s ~ v3o3vo ~ s2v2

STEP 3 For c): s <**> v3o3vo ~ s2 ~ s±V4V2

These systems can be reverted, but not in order. It is to say, there only

exists the rule ̂  exists, without any superscript, because it is not possible to

say in which order the derivation has taken place.

11.7 Conclusions

11.7.1 Generative power and linguistic referent

After analyzing the functioning of pieces obtained by means of a staggered

cut by recognition, it seems that sticker links have an obvious parallelism with

relativization.

The link of sticker structures allows to create all the relative structures of

a language. Furthermore, depending on the kind of ghost, kind of cut and

joining process, it comes out clearly that relativization is a syntactic process

completely different from splicing. Taking that into account, we already have

two big and differentiated sets of syntactic recombination phenomena that can

be generated simulated by means of molecular methods.
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11.7.2 Ghosts

A new kind of ghosts with a very special and specific use has been introduced,

relativizator ghosts / ~. These ghosts help us to reconstruct the bivalent

variable and to determine a direction to the ULPS to which they belong by

placing it always behind the focus to which it joins.

/ ~ also have some reduction rules when concurring more than one time

consecutively in a resultant string:

Being u a set of two foci, one of them is v, and [ ] the symbol of a nonessen-

tial element, then:

When one of the recognized focus is oy subclasses within / ~ are produced:

• if l(oy) = q then / ~ -» ~g

• if l(oy] = r then / ~ —>• ~r

• if ï(oy) = í then / ~ —> ~t

11.7.3 New concepts introduced in this chapter

The essential concept of the link of sticker structures is the introduction of

bifunctional poles, with a bivalent variable. This feature distinguishes rela-

tivization from the rest of linguistic processes. It seems to be the only example

of overlapping in linguistic systems, which is a syntactical overlapping in this

case.
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Mixed links

12.1 Theoretical basis

Mixed links do not have a genetic referent because two DNA fragments cannot

be joined if their ends are not complementary or blunt. DNA molecules are

double stranded and the physic basis of this feature makes that it can never

be infringed. Nevertheless, when working with linguistic entities, which are

abstract by definition, it is possible to experiment with structures of three

strata within other ones of two. Thus, although two linguistic pieces without

complementary ends cannot be laterally joined, they can be placed, why not,

one inside the other.

This is the origin of mixed links, which are not strictly linear, but grow in

two dimensions: in a vertical and longitudinal way, in complexity and depen-

dence.

Linguistically, this process is very common because it is used to make what

we call completive sentences, which are inserted clauses into others as a subject

(subjectivization) or as an object (objectivization).

Mixed links are named this way because one of the strings that takes place

in the process is cut with a staggered cut of 1 in depth, and the other is cut
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with a simple blunt cut, which entails having blunt ends.

Since one of the ULPS has a staggered cut where the other syntactic piece

will be joined, these operations are considered as apart of the cohesive systems.

The essential difference among those and sticker links is that the cut, in this

case, is arbitrary and therefore the recognition of equal foci is not taken into

account.

To sum up, the main features of these systems are the following:

• One of the strings has blunt cut and the other one has staggered cut.

« Simple and complex operations are combined.

• A focal insertion is carried out.

9 They produce three strata poles with polar coherence between the two

highest steps.

12.2 Formalization

Being X = (X1} X2, X3), T = (T1; T2, T3),

in a way that Xi, X2, X$, T1} T2, T3
SUVUO / '

# S

# s
# s

Then

is a cut rule for X,

is a cut rule for T,

/7 -rr T/"
= .¿i,A2,A3

when Z\ —
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According to the following graphic representation:

X X X y V Y Y,

Y I Y| I Y? I Yl

* ' '
* X,

z r- I . Y - I Y' i i i
X v Y

1 A2 A3

Figure 12.1: Mixed link

12.3 Features of mixed links

12.3.1 Kind of cut

Since it is the link of a piece with staggered ends + a piece with blunt ends,

then it must be taken into account the existence of two different cuts:

« Cut in the structure X:

— staggered,

- always focal,

— arbitrary,

— of 1 in depth (as it has been explained in 6.2.4),
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• — lateral,

— simple.

« Cut in the structure T:

- it is not essential because a whole ULPS can be used as a syntactic

piece,

— blunt,

— arbitrary,

— simple o complex,

12.3.2 Ghosts

Ghosts taht arise with mixed and arbitrary cuts are needed: level assigner

ghosts, f I-

Those ghosts do not always arise when a level link is produced. They still

í ^ \have another appearance rule: the existence of pole I I in the inserted

ULPS. "que" will be the model for level assigner ghosts. The difference of

stratum makes impossible the friction, which will be a phenomenon to consider

when not only a unique ULPS is inserted but also a ULPS sequence linked by

means of / ^.
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12.4 Application of the link of level to basic

ULPS

12.4.1 Formulation of rules

For two structures X, T,

S V O \ f S' V' O'
.A = 1 . 1 = 1

S V O J \S V O

we apply the rules

R Cut in X Cut in T 0(X,T)

# o

O #

# o

O #

# o

O #

# o

O #

#

# ¿
# s

o

o

s # v

s' # v' # o'
S # V # O

s o

s v

S V

s v

S V

s v

S V

s v

S V

s' v' o'
S V O

O

s' v'

S V
o

v' o'

V O

O

/
\

v'

V

O

s' v' o'

S V O

S

\

J
v o

V O
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R Cut in X Cut in T o(x,n

6

7

8

—
/ / i « \

„ \ / * \

* #\ * * °' \

U s i \v * °)
/ S' V \

(s v)\ /

V s

^ / , x / iv< °'^
(S *} C * v ]U s ) \s * v ) U °\ f

\ s
/ / / \

. / \'• #\ s> * v> * °\
\# s ) \ s # v # o )\ 7T / \ '

1 V \I 1

V
\ v j\ /

\ S V

— —

\1

V 0

V 0 >

\
V O

V O j

\
0

o t

So as to be able to adapt to the notation used for strings, more practical,

these rules, we will place between parentheses the fragment of string inserted

in the place of the polar cut, and we will denote with a subscript the variable

that grants new functionality. In order to represent the staggered cut, _l and

I symbols are introduced.

Rule x y
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

svla

SV\-O-

SIlLu

SV\-U

_AVO

-ÂVO

_avo

_avo

s'v'o' 0(

sV#o' 0(

s'#v'o' 0(

s'#v'#o' 0(

s'v'o' 0(

s'v'# 0(

s'#v'o' 0(

s'̂ '̂ o' 0(

o;,y) sv(s'v'o'}0

x,y sv(s'v'}0

x,y) sv(v'o'}0

x,y) sv(v'}0

x,y] (s'v'o'} svo

x,y] (s'v'}svo

x,y] (v'o'}svo

x,y] (v'}sv°
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12.5 Analysis of results

12.5.1 New syntactic structures

There are two main phenomena according to where T is inserted:

í v \
• Objectivization: Insertion of a structure with I I pole in the focal

place o of a ULPS. Such structure adopts function O by means of the

functionality adjustment of a pole with three strata. Corresponding to

rule 1, 2, 3 and 4.

í v \
9 Subjectivization: Insertion of a structure with I I pole in the focal

place s of a ULPS. Such structure adopts function S by means of the

functionality adjustment of a pole with three strata. It is caused by rules

5, 6, 7 and 8.

12.5.2 Simplicity / complexity

As we have represented in 6.2.4, by means of a graphic representation, we will

consider six simple and two complex operations:

• simple operations: simple blunt cut or absence of cut in Y,

í v \
• complex operations: complex cut I I in T: we refer to the operations

carried out by means of rules 4 and 8.

12.5.3 Structures with poles of triple stratum

Rules of link of level create structures with a three strata pole: two of which

correspond to variables and one, the highest, to strings.
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An only structure with V is able to modify its functionality and adjust it

to another one that has been imposed by another variable belonging, in this

case, to the ULPS X. That is why we have not been able to insert monopolar

i s \ í o \
structures I I , I I which are the result of a blunt simple cut of T in

the place that has been left by the cut pole in X.

The polar cohesion of these new structures fuses these three levels that, in

principle, belonged to two different ULPS. The lowest level is the assigner of

polar functionality and the intermediate one is the assigner of focal function-

ality. The cohesions in the structures created from the previous rules are the

following ones:

\
s

^ s\
/

s

\s
/

s

\s

1
s

\s
/ (( (\
\

„
V

V

i
V \
V

(
V \
V

(
V \
V

s v

S V

S

s v

S V

O
>

s v
t

o
•

v o

V O
0

. \ \v \ }

v )0 }
,

o

o,

\ \

>
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12.5.4 Parameters PN and ~i in a ULPS

The agreement and level assignment parameters among s, v, o have already

been fully considered throughout the whole thesis. On the other hand, it

has not been necessary, up to now, to ask ourselves if those same values can

affect a ULPS inserted in the focal places s, o. Nevertheless, it seems obvious

that whatever that wants to occupy s position, it must accomplish the same

conditions as this focus in relation to the function and cohesion within the

terminal string. Therefore, it is advisable to establish P N (ULPS), -¿(ULPS).

PN(ULPS) is, by definition, 3e. Therefore, PN(v) in a clause of level

insertion is always 3s. Every ULPS cut that, al least, consists of

has got 3s as PN values.
V

pole,

s v o

S V O

But also,
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v
V

without being a contradiction the difference of PN between the only piece of

the ULPS and the global ULPS.

In relation to ~£(ULPS], it is always equal to q. In every ULPS cut that,

al least, consists of [ " I pole, l(ULPS] = q.

s v o

S V O

This implies the existence of cut structures, such as:

v
V

Only a ghost will be able to change the level assignment of a ULPS. There-

fore, if a ghost does not appear in a rule and q ̂  l(v], then the operation will

not possibly be carried out.

12.6 Systematization of results

The 8 mixed links rules that have been introduced have different results, de-

pending on the point of view adopted. We can distinguish among a distribu-

tion:

« According to the syntactic results:

- Objectivization

- Subjectivization

9 According to the appearance of ghosts:
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Q

Rules with ghosts, where 3 ( ] <E Z\. They always conform
O

\

correct resultant strings.

- Rules without ghosts, where í J € Z\. They can generate
V S

incorrect resultant strings.

According to generative power:

— Recursive rules (—> oo).

* Objectivization rules, where I ] G Z\.

IB
* Subjectivization rules, where I

V S

— Rules with blockade (greatest expansion = 2).

í o* Objectivization rules, where I

Í
o

ò

First, we will study the new syntactic structures that have apppeared from

these operations, arranging a first classification between Objectivization and

Subjectivization which is the linguistic referent of the recombination of mixed

systems. The différences caused by the appearance or not appearance of ghosts

will be included in this section. After, we will review the very diverse generative

power of each one of the results.
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